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The worldwide advanced gravitational-wave (GW) detector network has so far primarily consisted of the
two Advanced LIGO observatories at Hanford and Livingston, with Advanced Virgo joining the 2016-7 O2
observation run at a relatively late stage. However Virgo has been observing alongside the LIGO detectors
since the start of the O3 run; in the near future, the KAGRAdetector will join the global network and a further
LIGO detector in India is under construction. Gravitational-wave search methods would therefore benefit
from the ability to analyse data from an arbitrary network of detectors. In this paper, we extend the PyCBC
offline compact binary coalescence (CBC) search analysis to three or more detectors, and describe resulting
updates to the coincident search and event ranking statistic. For a three-detector network, our improvedmulti-
detector search finds 23% more simulated signals at fixed false alarm rate in idealized colored Gaussian
noise, and up to 40% more in real data, compared to the two-detector analysis previously used during O2.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.102.022004
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent advent of gravitational-wave astronomy with
observations by the Advanced LIGO-Virgo network [1,2]
of the coalescence of binary black hole and binary neutron
star systems [3–5] has been made possible by the effective
operation of search algorithms to identify scarce signals
among months of data dominated by noise. Although
sufficiently high amplitude signals may be detectable by
generic (unmodeled) searches for excess power [6,7], the
majority of binary merger signals are only identifiable by
employing accurate waveform models in matched filter
searches [8,9], as in recent searches of public LIGO-Virgo
data (e.g., [10]) where low-amplitude events are identified
[11–13].
The most sensitive searches targeting CBC sources
[14–22] detect signals by correlating a bank of waveform
templates with the data from each detector in a network,
recording peaks in the matched filter signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) time series as triggers. These triggers are then
compared to those from other detectors to check for
coincidences formed with consistent times of arrival,
component masses and spins. The resulting coincident
events are ranked according to the events’ parameters,
and then compared to an estimate of the background noise
distribution in order to measure the significance of candi-
date coincident events.
A common challenge in the implementation of templated
searches is the high computational cost of correlatingmonths
of data at kHz sample rates against 105–106 templates of
duration up to minutes. The PyCBC search algorithm
[21,23], built on a highly modular and configurable set of
libraries [24], achieves high efficiency by using fast Fourier
transform implementations optimized for different comput-
ing platforms, and is thus able to identify candidate events
with latencies of tens of seconds at moderate computational
cost [25]. PyCBC workflows have been designed to take
advantage of diverse computational resources including local
clusters, XSEDE, and the Open Science Grid [26] using the
Pegasus workflow management system [27].
Until now, the offline (archival) PyCBC coincident search
has analyzed data from the two Advanced LIGO detectors
only. In general, with data from more than two detectors
available within the framework of the triggered coincident
search, sensitivity will be optimized by generating and
combining triggers from all detectors and accounting for
various effects, including which detectors are operating and
the detectors’ differing sensitivities and antenna patterns.
Additionally, the ranking procedure for candidates must
account for these effects to preserve search sensitivity.
During part of the initial GW detector era (2002-2010),
data from the Virgo detector with 3 km arm length was*gareth.davies@usc.es
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analyzed in addition to the two LIGO detectors with 4 km
arm length, and during some of the science runs a co-located
2 km detector at LIGO Hanford, using the ihope [14]
analysis, a predecessor of the PyCBC search pipeline
architecture. The resulting four-detector search [28] was,
though, complex and severely limited by computational cost
in practice. Since then the extension of coincident searches
to three or more detectors has been addressed by accounting
for signal time of flight between detectors in the MBTA
pipeline [19] and in the GstLAL pipeline [17,29] using a
ranking statistic evaluated via nearest-neighbor approxima-
tion over the parameter space of multi-detector events.
The PyCBC Live (online) search deployed during the O2
Advanced LIGO-Virgo observing run extends the existing
two-detector search, following up selected significant two-
detector coincidences by calculating the corresponding
matched filter time series in any additional detectors and
incorporating this information in candidate significance.
However, this procedure is not yet optimized for sensitivity
at high thresholds of significance. (Note that all available
detectors are also used for source localization and param-
eter estimation [30,31].)
In this paper, we present changes to the PyCBC offline
analysis to search data from three or more detectors, to
allow all available detectors to generate coincident events
and to compare and calculate significance for the resulting
different combinations of these triggers. By using three or
more detectors within the coincident search we increase the
search duty cycle, as we can form coincidences in any time
where at least two detectors are observing. The method is
applicable to arbitrarily large networks, however this paper
uses the three-detector (LIGO Hanford, LIGO Livingston,
and Virgo) network for explanations and examples due to
the current availability of archived data.
Figure 1 shows when the detectors were observing
during the last few weeks of the joint O2 LIGO-Virgo
analysis, including the first period of three-detector
observation in the Advanced detector era. Although there
is a significant fraction of single-detector time during this
period, searches for gravitational wave signals using a
single observatory are not considered here; see [17,32,33].
We also improve sensitivity over the two detector search
in times where more than two detectors are operating, as it
may be possible to obtain coincidences even in cases where
for one detector the line of sight to the source lies in a blind
spot or the data is temporarily of poor quality. Sensitivity
for such times of multidetector operation is also increased
by the ranking of events where triggers are present in three
or more detectors, taking advantage of the very low rates of
noise coincidences for such detector combinations.
The scheme for finding coincidences between triggers is
discussed in Sec. II. The calculation of significance re-
quires a ranking statistic, a function of the matched filter
SNRs and χ2 signal-based veto values in different detectors,
and of the intrinsic (mass, spin) and extrinsic (time of
arrival, amplitude, phase) properties of the apparent signal,
in comparison with the estimated noise background dis-
tribution of similar templates. We will discuss the ranking
statistic and its development for the case of more than two
detectors in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we discuss how coinci-
dences in different detector combinations can be compared
for obtaining overall significance. Section V then shows
how these changes to the analysis combine to improve the
sensitivity of the network to compact binary coalescence
gravitational-wave signals.
II. MULTIDETECTOR COINCIDENCE
Triggers produced in multiple detectors from a common
astrophysical source will occur within a short time window
of each other, given by time-of-flight considerations and
timing measurement uncertainty. This fact allows us to
exclude the vast majority of noise triggers, which are
uncorrelated in time between detectors, thus forming the
FIG. 1. Left: Times for which the detector data was marked as “science ready” during late O2. With Virgo joining during this period,
there is a total of 15 days of data where three detectors are observing simultaneously. Right: Pie chart showing the proportion of time
over all of O2 (November 30, 2016–August 25, 2017) where a given number of detectors are observing.
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basis of our test for coincidence. A signal would also
produce triggers in the same waveform template in all
detectors, so we only search for coincidence between
detectors in a given template [21].
We check for these coincidences in all combinations of
detectors in the first stages of the analysis. For notation, we
will refer to coincidences by the initials of the detectors
involved, for example “HL” coincidences are formed by the
LIGO Hanford (H) and LIGO Livingston (L) detectors, and
an “HLV” coincidence will also incorporate a trigger from
Virgo (V). Thus for the LIGO-Virgo network we form
coincidences in the combinations HL, HV, LV, and HLV.
A coincidence is formed if two or more triggers from
different detectors are within a certain time window. This
window is taken as the time of flight for gravitational waves
between the sites plus a small, fixed amount to allow for
timing errors. Two-detector coincidences are found by
comparing the times of triggers in the two detectors; if
the difference between the arrival times is less than the
allowed time window, then they are considered coincident.
We form three-detector coincidences by applying the
same two-detector coincidence test to trigger time
differences for each pair of detectors. Figure 2 shows
the allowed differences in arrival times of noise and signal
coincidences in three detectors. We see that the allowed
window is slightly larger than the one in which signals will
fall. The consequences of this multidetector coincidence
test are discussed in more detail in Sec. III A. Coincidences
in a region not populated by signals but allowed for noise
coincidences will be heavily down-ranked through the time
difference consistency part of the phase-time-amplitude
consistency checks of Sec. III B 1.
A. Multidetector background distribution estimation
In order to measure whether a candidate coincidence is
significant we assign it a ranking statistic based on its
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, as detailed below, which
we compare to the ranking statistics of a manufactured set
of noise coincidences which form the background distri-
bution estimate. By counting how many of these manu-
factured background events are ranked higher than each
candidate event and dividing by the effective length of time
for which background events were generated, we may
calculate false alarm rates (FARs) down to one per tens of
millennia for week-long stretches of data.
This manufactured set of noise coincidences is made up
of combinations of single detector triggers which have been
time-shifted such that the difference between arrival times
at different detectors is not physically allowed. These time-
shifted coincidences are treated in the same way as
candidate coincidences in order to estimate the distribution
of the ranking statistic under a no-signal hypothesis
[14,21].
In the two-detector configuration, applying time shifts is
straightforward as shifting one detector is entirely equiv-
alent to shifting the other detector in the other direction.
Typically we perform many time-shifted background
analyses with a regularly spaced set of time-shifts at
intervals of 0.1 s for HL coincidences, which is a few
times larger than the maximum physical time difference.
However in the many-detector configuration, there is the
possibility of allowing data from every detector to shift
relative to the others. For just a few days of coincident data,
given a 0.1 s time shift interval, applying all possible
relative shifts between three detectors would result in time-
shifted background analyses producing an amount of
coincidences equivalent to the detector network running
for the age of the Universe, and the resulting data storage
would become unreasonable.
Thus, we choose to fix all the detectors relative to one
another, except for one, whose data is time-shifted relative
to all the others. As a consequence, any triple-detector
background coincidences will require two-detector fore-
ground coincidences within this fixed set. Figure 3 dem-
onstrates how the time-shifted coincidences are formed.
Other possible configurations would be to perform time
shifts of randomized size on all detectors, up to a fixed total
number of time-shifted coincidences, to use different time
shift increments for different detectors, or to shift the
detectors in the fixed set by a constant amount which is
different for each detector. These choices are expected to
FIG. 2. Allowed time differences between LIGO-Livingston
and Virgo given the time difference between LIGO-Hanford and
Virgo. The black lines show the region where three-detector
coincidences are allowed to form, neglecting timing error; dotted
blue lines show the allowed area for noise coincidences allowing
for 2 ms timing error. The orange shaded area shows where
signals are expected to lie, neglecting timing error. Although
coincident events are allowed over a larger time window than is
physically possible for signals, events far outside the signal area
are suppressed by the phase-time-amplitude consistency checks
of Sec. III B 1.
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yield similar estimates, and our chosen configuration is the
most straightforward. However, with this configuration
(and for the time-shift method in general) care is required
in order to minimize contamination of triggers used in the
time-shifted analyses by loud signals, as we discuss in
Sec. II B..
B. Removal of signals from background estimates
As discussed above, a candidate’s significance is mea-
sured by its FAR, the expected rate of coincident noise
events with a higher ranking statistic. Accurate calculation
of significance requires, among other issues, separating
loud signal triggers from noise triggers. Time-shifted
coincidences which contain a trigger from a known signal
do not accurately represent the noise distribution and
therefore may bias our significance estimation.
To counter contamination of signals within our FAR
calculation we remove triggers from apparent signals from
the time-shifted analyses as much as possible. We do this
by successively taking the highest ranked candidate coinci-
dence and, if its estimated FAR is below a threshold at
which we consider it a confident detection, subsequently
removing all triggers from any detector and template, with
times within 1 s of the candidate, from the background
estimate for any other, lower-ranked candidates [34]. The
FAR calculation for a given candidate is thus inclusive of its
own triggers and accounts for the hypothesis that the
candidate (as well as all lower ranked events) are caused
by noise. This removal procedure is repeated until the FAR
for the highest ranked remaining candidate event is no
longer below the confident detection threshold. A more
comprehensive discussion of signal trigger removal from
time-shifted analyses is given in [35].
For our chosen method of applying time shifts to triple
coincident events, we require the triggers from the fixed
(nonshifted) detectors to be coincident without applying
any time shift. Thus, they also form two-detector candidate
events. Therefore a small number of such triggers could
arise from signals seen in the fixed subnetwork, but not in
the shifted detector, which would then contaminate the
background estimate for the three-detector combination.
This is mitigated in different ways, depending upon
whether the shifted detector is observing at the time of
such two-detector events, but are relevant to any detector
which does not trigger at the time of the candidate
coincidence.
To mitigate contamination from signals where a detector
was operating, but did not contribute to the candidate
coincidence, we do not use triggers from any detectors
around the time of any significant candidate coincidences
in the background estimate. For example, if a highly-
significant candidate is seen in HL, and Virgo is available
but did not produce a trigger, then the Hanford and
Livingston triggers will also be removed from the HLV,
HV, and LV background estimates.
To reduce contamination from signals occurring when
one or more detectors are not observing, we additionally
require that the background estimate for a given detector
combination should include triggers only from times when
all the detectors involved are observing. For example, we
exclude all triggers which occur when Hanford is not
observing from the background estimates of HLV, HL, and
HV coincidences, regardless of their significance; we also
exclude all triggers in single-detector time from any
coincident background estimates.
1. Choice of shifted detector for background coincidences
Within our scheme, the choice of which detector to time-
shift can strongly influence the amount of contamination by
signal triggers in the time-shifted background. We mini-
mize this contamination by ensuring that the least sensitive
detector is within the fixed subnetwork: then, it is unlikely
FIG. 3. Diagram showing how background coincidences are formed by time shifts for comparison with three-detector coincidences.
The shifted detector here is the LIGO Hanford detector, and LIGO Livingston and Virgo are fixed to one another as shown by the dotted
rectangle. The stars show triggers in each detector, with gold stars showing triggers which form candidate coincidences and black stars
showing triggers which do not. On the left, a candidate coincidence is highlighted by a blue rectangle; on the right, the time-shift
procedure is illustrated, with a time-shifted coincidence highlighted. In this procedure the timestamps of Hanford detector triggers are
shifted by a fixed offset, allowing a three-detector coincidence to form. This is only possible where a two-detector coincidence is formed
within the fixed subset.
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that a signal will generate a candidate event in the fixed
subnetwork without also producing a coincident trigger in
the time-shifted detector.
In order to show the effect of the choice of detector being
shifted we compare background coincidences for each
choice of shifted detector given the same set of single
detector triggers. For this demonstration, we use the same
six days of data as is used in Sec. V B. Figure 4 shows that
when choosing the least sensitive detector (Virgo) to be
time-shifted, many background coincidences are produced
at large values of the ranking statistic. This is due to one or
more high-SNR candidate HL coincidences in the fixed
sub-network matching to noise triggers in Virgo when
time-shifted, contaminating the background. For the data
chosen, there is a candidate HL coincidence due to
GW170809 [5].
This effect is not seen in the exclusive background,
which has had all triggers which form candidate coinci-
dences with false alarm rate below a specified threshold in
any combination removed, so representing the background
distribution under the assumption that all such candidate
coincidences are due to signals. The effect is also not seen
in the cases with LIGO Hanford and LIGO Livingston as
the shifted detector as the triggers from candidate HL
coincidences are being separated by the time-shift and
candidate HV and LV coincidences generally have lower
value of the ranking statistic due to the lower sensitivity of
Virgo. This justifies our choice of including the least
sensitive detector in the fixed sub-network. The choice
between shifting either LIGO Hanford or LIGO Livingston
data is therefore unimportant; we choose to shift LIGO
Hanford because it is first alphabetically.
III. MULTIDETECTOR RANKING STATISTIC
In order to compare different coincidences in different
detector combinations to one another, we develop here a
new ranking statistic which reflects our degree of belief that
a candidate coincidence is astrophysical in origin and
which is consistent between detector combinations. This
ranking statistic is based on the rates of noise events in each
detector (similarly to [36]), in addition to measures of
detector network sensitivity and multidetector signal con-
sistency describing the signal event rate.
The Neyman-Pearson optimal detection statistic for
triggered searches is given by the ratio of the signal and
noise event rate densities [37]. Accurate description of
these rates is therefore required.
A coincident event of unknown origin can be described
by parameters κ⃗, including the trigger SNR ρ, signal-glitch
discriminator(s) χ2 and template sensitivity σ for each
participating detector labelled by a; the template intrinsic
FIG. 4. Histograms of ranking statistic for three-detector coincidences from the noise background, colored according to the detector
that is time-shifted when forming the background estimates. The solid lines show the ranking statistic including all triggers; the dotted
line shows background coincidences excluding triggers that form candidate coincidences with FAR < 1 per 0.003 years in any detector
combination. We see that when Virgo is time-shifted (magenta) the inclusive background (solid line) has a significant number of loud
background coincidences compared to the exclusive background (dotted line), this is not observed when shifting LIGO Hanford or
LIGO Livingston.
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parameters, θ⃗, comprising binary component masses and
spins; and the amplitude ratioAab, time difference δtab and
phase difference δϕab between each detector pair labelled
by a ≠ b,1
κ⃗ ¼ f½ρa; χ2a; σa; θ⃗; ½Aab; δtab; δϕabg: ð1Þ
A ranking statistic Λ is a function of this set of parameters.
The optimal statistic maximizes the expected number of
coincident events due to signals that are recovered above a
statistic threshold Λ corresponding to a given FAR.
The false alarm rate as a function of the threshold Λ is
FARðΛÞ ¼
Z
rNðκ⃗ÞΘðΛðκ⃗Þ − ΛÞdnκ⃗; ð2Þ
where rN is the noise event rate density over κ⃗; the true
alarm (signal) rate density is given by the equivalent
calculation replacing rN with rS ≡ μSrˆSðκ⃗Þ, where μS is
an astrophysical coalescence rate per volume per time and
rˆSðκ⃗Þ is a transfer function describing the recovered event
distribution, which will depend on detector orientation and
sensitivities.
The optimal detection statistic is given by the ratio of
event densities
Λoptðκ⃗Þ ¼ μS
rˆSðκ⃗Þ
rNðκ⃗Þ
; ð3Þ
and the problem reduces to finding the form of the signal
and noise event rate density distributions. The overall
signal rate μS is assumed constant, thus does not need to
be known.
We describe in Secs. III A and III B how the noise and
signal event rate densities respectively are calculated. By
using the ratio of signal to noise rate densities as our
ranking statistic, we ensure that it is comparable across
different detector combinations. Considering the dynamic
range of expected rate densities spans many orders of
magnitude, it is convenient to use the logarithm of the ratio
of signal and noise rate densities,
R ¼ logðrs;iÞ − logðrn;iÞ: ð4Þ
A. Noise model
Here we describe the methods used in estimating the
coincident noise rate density, which involves calculating
the distribution of triggers with a given reweighted SNR
statistic in the individual detectors, and combining the
single-detector trigger rates to find the rates of noise
coincidences of all possible types.
1. Single-detector trigger distributions
We estimate the rate of triggers with a given reweighted
SNR for each detector by fitting the overall distribution of
triggers to a decreasing exponential function.
In Gaussian noise we would be able to analytically fit the
noise distributions, and if the noise distributions in all
detectors were Gaussian, we would be able to combine the
noise distribution of SNR for each detector d, pðρdjNÞ in
the form ρc ≡Pd ρ2d for coincident triggers. However due
to the presence of glitches and non-Gaussian behavior in
the data, we are unable to do this.
We use the chi-squared discriminant of [38] to ensure
that candidate events have frequency evolution consistent
with a binary merger signal. Although we cannot analyti-
cally predict the χ2 distribution for glitch triggers in each
detector, we can describe the density of noise triggers via a
combination of ρ and χ2,
ρˆ ¼
8<
:
ρ
½ð1þðχ2rÞp=2Þ=21=p for χ
2
r > 1
ρ for χ2r ≤ 1;
ð5Þ
where the “index” p is usually set to 6. This reweighted
SNR, which is approximately equal to ρ for reduced χ2
values close to 1, can be used to describe the distribution of
single-detector triggers as a simplification relative to
directly modelling the density in the ρ–χ2 plane [39].
We also implicitly include the sine-Gaussian veto as
described in [40,41] in our reweighted SNR in order to
down-weight “blip” glitches in the data.
In each template, θ, and each detector d, we model the
distribution of the rate of triggers rd with respect to ρˆ as a
falling exponential, above a threshold ρˆth:
rdðρˆ; θ⃗;NÞ ¼ μðθ⃗Þpðρˆjθ⃗; NÞ; ð6Þ
where
pðρˆjθ⃗; NÞ ¼

αðθ⃗Þ exp ½−αðθ⃗Þðρˆ − ρˆthÞ ρˆ > ρˆth
0 ρˆ ≤ ρˆth;
ð7Þ
given model parameters of θ⃗, the number of triggers in the
template above threshold, μðθ⃗Þ, and αðθ⃗Þ, the exponential
decay rate. Before performing the fit, we remove a fixed,
small number of high-ρˆ triggers from each detector in order
to mitigate possible bias due to loud signals.
To calculate the model parameter α, we use a maximum
likelihood (ML) fitting procedure. The log likelihood for
obtaining a set of samples fρˆg is
lnpðfρˆgdjα; ntrÞ ¼ ntr ln α − α
Xntr
j
ðρˆj − ρˆd;thÞ; ð8Þ1For more than one pair of detectors, the amplitude ratios and
time and phase differences are not all independent variables.
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where j is the index for each trigger, and ρˆd;th indicates that
the fit threshold value of ρˆ could be different for each
detector; in practice we use the same fit threshold for all
detectors. This likelihood is maximized in each detector by
αML ¼ ð ¯ˆρ − ρˆthÞ−1; ð9Þ
where ¯ˆρ indicates the mean value of ρˆ, and the fractional
variance of the fit parameter is approximately 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ntr
p
.
The αML and ntr values are calculated for each template.
There are often relatively few triggers in each individual
template, so the variance can be large. We reduce variance
by then taking a moving average of the fit parameters over
templates which have similar parameters, under the
assumption that “nearby” templates will have similar noise
distributions. Since α−1ML is a linear function of the mean ¯ˆρ
for a single template, we may take a mean of α−1ML values
(weighted by ntr) over several templates and obtain an
identical result to performing the ML fit directly over all
triggers in those templates. We also smooth the count of
triggers above threshold by taking the mean over nearby
templates.
This smoothing over template parameter was initially
performed over templates with similar duration [5], how-
ever even at constant template duration the variation of fit
parameters over the effective spin χeff and mass ratio η
parameters is not insignificant: therefore a multidimen-
sional smoothing of α and μ is performed as in [12].
2. Coincident noise event rate estimation
The optimal ranking statistic includes the expected rate
density of coincident noise events, which we calculate from
single-detector noise trigger rate densities. The rate of
noise coincidences in a template i can be estimated by
multiplying together single-detector noise trigger rates2
rdiðρˆdÞ for each detector d, and the size of the window
of allowed coincidences ANfdg, where fdg is the set of
detectors involved in the coincidence.
The rate of noise coincidences for a set of detectors fdg is
rfdgi ¼ ANfdg
Y
d
rdiðρˆdÞ; ð10Þ
where rdi are the rates in the individual detectors for each
template as a function of the reweighted SNR in that detector
ρˆd and ANfdg is an allowed time window for forming
coincidences. The time window is formed by the limits on
trigger time differences δtab between detectors a and b. We
denote these limits as τab and specify them as the GW travel
time between detectors plus a small allowance for timing
error (typically ≈ 2 ms).
The allowed time window for a two-detector coincidence
is simply ANf12g ¼ 2τ12. The allowed window for forming a
three-detector event ANf123g via coincidence tests applied to
each pair of detectors is a product of the times τ12 and τ13,
subtracting terms corresponding to disallowed regions with
jδt23j > τ23=2:
AN123 ¼ 2τ12τ13 þ 2τ12τ23 þ 2τ13τ23 − τ212 − τ213 − τ223:
ð11Þ
The time difference window populated by signals will be
different to this because of limitations on combinations of
time differences in addition to those on individual two-
detector differences. For example, two-detector time
differences cannot all take maximal values from the same
signal unless all detectors are in a straight line (which is not
the case for detectors located on Earth’s surface), which is
shown in Fig. 2. This has the effect of restricting the
bounding window to be an ellipse with area [42]
AS123 ¼ πτ12τ13 sinψ23; ð12Þ
where ψ23 is the angle between the lines-of-sight to
detectors 2 and 3 as measured at detector 1. Comparison
of this result with Eq. (11) given the HLV detector network
shows us that around a third of noise coincidences will fall
outside of this signal-populated area, as seen in Fig. 2.
Since the effective time windows for signal and noise
coincidences are thus of similar size, we neglect differences
between them and incorporate the rate density of noise
triggers in the ranking statistic as
logðrn;iÞ ¼ logANfdg þ
X
d
log rdiðρˆdÞ: ð13Þ
B. Signal model
The true rate of signals depends on the overall rate of
astrophysical mergers, the location and orientation of
sources, and the distribution of intrinsic signal parameters
(masses, spins, etc.)[43]. Although we do not consider the
distribution of intrinsic parameters over sources in this
work, it has been considered in [22,44] and employed in
[12]. We instead look at the parameters we can use to
predict the rate of recovered signals as a function of this
(assumed constant) astrophysical merger rate.
1. Source location
Astrophysical populations of sources are expected to be
isotropically distributed over sky location and binary
orientation. Similarly, for sources in the nearby Universe
such as LIGO and Virgo are currently detecting, the
population is expected to be nearly uniform in volume.
We can estimate how this population prior impacts the
2In this section, we do not explicitly include the dependence on
the fitting parameters α and μ, instead returning to the general
notation rdiðρˆdÞ.
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distribution of sources which are detectable by the gravi-
tational-wave network, and furthermore how it affects the
observed distribution of signal amplitudes, phases, and
times of arrival in different detectors. For example, the
probability of finding a signal is not uniformly distributed
over the time and phase difference between detectors, and
the two are correlated [22]. Figure 2 shows a hard boundary
to the allowed signal time differences for illustration
purposes, but in reality there would be timing error which
would blur the edges, and the time differences within the
bounding ellipse would not be uniform. For more dis-
cussion of the shape of the prior histograms, see [22]. In
contrast the times of “arrival” of noise triggers will be
random and uniformly distributed; similarly differences in
gravitational wave signal phase between the detectors will
also be uniformly distributed for noise coincidences.
The ratio of signal amplitudes between detectors would
also have different distributions for noise vs signal coin-
cidences: the relative amplitudes of signals in different
detectors will be dependent upon the source’s sky position
and polarization angle.
For a given set of extrinsic signal parameters Ω⃗ com-
prising the relative amplitudes Afdg, time delays δtfdg and
phase differences between each site δϕfdg, the probability
for that set of parameters to be generated by a signal pðΩ⃗jSÞ
forms part of our ranking statistic for coincident events. To
find the probability distribution, we perform a Monte Carlo
calculation given the detector locations to produce histo-
grams which act as look-up tables for the probability
density pðΩ⃗jSÞ. As an improvement over [22], we have
updated these signal prior histograms to support a three-
detector network for use in triple coincidences. We divide
this by the expected probability density given noise
coincidences pðΩ⃗jNÞ, which we expect to be uniform over
the parameter space.
2. Detector sensitivity
The sensitive distance of a detector, defined as the
luminosity distance at which a standard compact binary
source has a given expected SNR, affects the expected rate
of signals that produce triggers in a given detector. This
distance varies substantially between detectors and over
time: we include this information in our ranking statistic via
a term accounting for network sensitivity for a given
coincidence type.
The instantaneous sensitive distance in a given detector,
for sources matching a template labeled by i, is proportional
to the quantity σ defined in [9].3 Then, network sensitivity
for a given coincidence type is determined by the least
sensitive detector via σmin;i. Under the assumption of a
homogeneous distribution of sources in volume, the
expected rate of signals for a given coincidence type is
therefore proportional to σ3min;i.
To normalize this measure of instantaneous sensitivity
we compare to the rate corresponding to representative
values of σi over the analysis time. For the LIGO-Virgo
network, we choose as a representative σ value the median
network sensitivity for HL coincidences σ¯HL;i.
4 Thus, the
time-dependent rate of signals in a given coincidence type
described by σmin;i is proportional to
rs;i ∝
pðΩ⃗jSÞ
pðΩ⃗jNÞ
σ3min;i
σ¯3HL;i
; ð14Þ
leading to a term in the (logarithm of) the relative rate of
signal vs noise triggers
Rσ;i ≡ 3ðlog σmin;i − log σ¯HL;iÞ: ð15Þ
Our statistic suppresses events in coincidence types
where the least sensitive detector is significantly less
sensitive than the others, as these are less likely to contain
signals. During O2 the Virgo detector was much less
sensitive than the LIGO detectors, thus as seen in
Figure 5 the distribution of background ranking statistics
from HL coincidence is not significantly affected by the Rσ
term (median reduction of 0.00), whereas HV (2.62), LV
(2.65), and HLV (2.68) statistic values are all heavily
reduced. Note that coincidences in times of relatively poor
sensitivity for H or L will also be penalized.
C. Final ranking statistic
Combining equation (13) for the noise rate density and
(14) for the signal rate density into (4), we then obtain our
final ranking statistic
R ¼ − logANfdg −
X
d
log rdiðρˆdÞ þ logpðΩ⃗jSÞ
− logpðΩ⃗jNÞ þ Rσ;i; ð16Þ
where ANfdg is the allowed time window for coincidence of
equation (11), rdiðρˆdÞ is the expected rate density of
triggers in template i and detector d at reweighted SNR
ρˆd, pðΩ⃗jSÞ is the probability of a signal having the extrinsic
parameters Ω⃗ given by the prior histograms, and Rσ;i is (the
log of) network sensitive volume for a given template and
coincidence type, which is proportional to the expected rate
of signals.
3Technically, σ is the expected SNR for a face-on binary
coalescence with a waveform perfectly matching a given tem-
plate, located directly overhead from the detector at a luminosity
distance of 1 Mpc.
4I.e., the minimum over H and L of the median detector
sensitivity over observing time. In general, we will use the most
sensitive coincidence type as representative for this normaliza-
tion.
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IV. SIGNIFICANCE OF MULTIDETECTOR
CANDIDATE EVENTS
The ranking statistic described above is designed to
represent the relative probability of signal vs noise origin
for a coincident event, regardless of the detectors involved
(see also [17,29,37]). Thus we can compare statistic values
across different coincidence types, considerably simplify-
ing the task of producing a final list of candidates and
calculating their significance.
To account for correlated events in different detector
combinations produced by the same signal or noise
transient, coincidences are clustered within a sliding
window of ten seconds: the event with highest ranking
statistic within a window, regardless of its detector combi-
nation, is kept and others are discarded. In order for this
clustering operation not to damage search sensitivity, it is
necessary for our statistic to correspond to the relative
probability of signal vs noise origin.
This clustering over event types determines how false
alarm rates are calculated in times where more than one
available detector combination is active. To do this, we add
together the estimated false alarm rates from all available
detector combinations at the ranking statistic threshold of a
candidate event. If our ranking statistic was not comparable
across detector types, then we would not be able to
calculate an equivalent false alarm rate in other detector
combinations.
As an example, in the O2 data used in Sec. V B, if a
coincident event is found from LIGO Livingston and Virgo
with a ranking statistic of 10, this would have a FAR of
approximately 1 per year. If LIGO Hanford data is not
available at this time, then this would be the given FAR.
But if LIGO Hanford is available, and did not participate
in a more significant coincidence, then the false alarm rate
for this ranking statistic in LV would be added to the FAR
for HL coincidences (50 per year), HLV (0.8 per year), and
HV (2 per year) at the same ranking statistic threshold to
give an overall FAR of around 54 per year. This combi-
nation method down-ranks triggers seen in less-sensitive
detector combinations when more sensitive combinations
are available.
This method affects the minimum FAR we can measure
for coincidences in triple-detector time, which given the
minimum measurable FAR in each coincidence type is
FARmin ¼
1
tbg;HLV
þ 1
tbg;HL
þ 1
tbg;HV
þ 1
tbg;LV
; ð17Þ
where tbg is the total time analyzed by time shifts in a given
combination. Thus, for a three- (four-, five-) detector
analysis, the FAR estimate in times where all detectors
are observing is limited by approximately a factor four
(11, 26) relative to the minimal FAR in a comparable two-
detector analysis. However as remarked above in Sec. II A,
FIG. 5. Histograms of ranking statistic for time-shifted coincidences from different combinations of detectors, colored by detector
combination. The solid lines show the ranking statistic including the network sensitive volume term Rσ ; dashed lines show the ranking
statistic without this term. We see that detector combinations containing Virgo (HV [crimson], LV [gold], HLV [black]) are penalized
due to lower network sensitivity compared to HL [navy] which is not visibly affected by this term. Note also the much lower overall rate
of triple (HLV) coincidences.
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the background time for combinations of three or more
detectors can be extended at will by using more general
multi-detector time shifts, thus only the double coincidence
FAR estimates are truly limiting.
V. COMPARISON OF SENSITIVITY
In order to compare the sensitivity of this analysis with
the previous search, we estimate the total number of signals
out of a notional (simulated) merger population that the two
would detect at a given false alarm rate threshold. We
express the sensitivity of a search of a given data set as the
product of volume of space and observing time, VT, under
the assumption of mergers uniformly distributed in space
and time: for a hypothetical signal population with local
merger rate μ, the expected number of signals the search
would detect over the data set is μVT. Our figure of merit is
therefore the ratio between these values for different
analyses.
Since we do not know the true distributions of masses
and spins of merging binary objects in the local Universe,
we choose instead to calculate sensitivity for simple
analytic distributions lying entirely within the parameter
space of the search in order to simplify the interpretation of
comparisons. We also neglect the effect of redshift on
simulated signals (injections), again to simplify the inter-
pretation of sensitivity comparisons. Injections are per-
formed for coalescences of binary black holes (BBH) and
binary neutron stars (BNS); BBH injections use the wave-
form model SEOBNRv4 [45], and the BNS injections use
the SpinTaylorT5 model [46].
An injection is considered to be detected if the highest
ranked search event within one second of the injection
merger time has an IFAR (inverse false alarm rate) value
above a given threshold. We then use importance sampling
over many thousands of injections to calculate the sensitive
volume for the target uniform-in-volume distribution [21].
We perform two comparisons to measure sensitivity
improvements due to updates described here. The first is a
comparison using colored Gaussian data at design sensi-
tivity in Sec. VA, and then an analysis of real O2 data in
Sec. V B.
Our tests on Gaussian noise in Sec. VA are designed to
measure the improvement in sensitivity for future uses of
the search given the presented improvement in the analysis:
we analyze a fake three-detector network at design sensi-
tivity and compare it to a network containing just the two
LIGO detectors.
The tests on O2 data in Sec. V B are designed to show
improvements in how we deal with non-Gaussian transient
noise in the data, commonly referred to as “glitches.” These
glitches cause spikes in SNR and can therefore increase the
rate of coincident noise triggers. Real data is also nonsta-
tionary with significantly time-dependent sensitivity in
each detector, which our statistic is designed to account for.
A. Colored Gaussian data
By comparing injections in Gaussian data, we see the
improvement in sensitivity by using three detectors rather
than two in the PyCBC analysis. The sensitivity will be
increased by both allowing coincidences where either of the
LIGO detectors are not operating or does not produce a
trigger, and by updates to ranking of signals seen within all
three detectors during triple-detector coincident time.
We use Gaussian noise which has been colored accord-
ing to design sensitivity curves for advanced LIGO and
Virgo [1,2], and generate 107.3 total hours of coincident
data over a five day period. We apply observational data
segment definitions and data quality vetoes derived from a
section of late O2 data in order to obtain realistic duty
cycles of different two- and three-detector combinations
and segment lengths for triggers generation. The coincident
time available during this test is shown in Table I.
The injections performed are separated into two bins:
BNS injections with total mass between 2–5 M⊙ and BBH
injections with total mass between 5–100 M⊙. We note that
since all templates have Gaussian noise event distributions
in this data, we expect identical sensitivity to all signals that
match the templates except for the fact that higher-mass
systems produce higher amplitude GW signals at a given
distance. We choose to perform the importance sampling
volume integral in a way that scales out this amplitude
factor: thus our sensitivity estimate effectively weights
every simulated signal equally at a given chirp distance [9],
regardless of binary mass. We locate the simulated mergers
uniformly on the sky and with uniform distribution in chirp
distance between limits of 5 and 600 Mpc.
For the BBH injections the logarithms of component
masses are distributed uniformly between mass limits
2.5 M⊙ and 50 M⊙, while for BNS injections the compo-
nent masses are uniformly distributed between 1 and
2.5 M⊙. The component spins for BNS are distributed
between 0 and 0.4, and in the BBH case, between 0 and
0.998. The BBH spins are strictly aligned with the orbital
angular momentum, but the BNS spins are not.
Figure 6 shows an increase in VT by a factor of 1.23
0.10 for the three-detector analysis over the HL analysis
TABLE I. Table of times in the data used in the two tests shown
in this paper for times which are coincident between LIGO
Hanford (H), LIGO Livingston (L), and Virgo (V) respectively.
Each of the HL, HV, LV times is inclusive of HLV time.
Coincident time (hours)
Detector combination Fake data Real data
HL 86.5 129.6
HV 89.7 108.1
LV 95.3 120.2
HLV 82.2 99.4
Total coincident time 107.3 159.2
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for both source types, constant over all IFAR values
considered.
A portion of this increase is due to HV or LV (two-
detector) coincident time being available to the HLV
analysis but not the HL analysis. We can approximate this
factor via the total coincident analysis time divided by the
HL time, weighted for the maximal volume sensitivity over
available combinations at a given time. Using the sensitive
range of an equal-mass binary black hole coalescence with
component masses of 20 M⊙, we find this factor to be
approximately 1.12.
The remaining increase in VT is then attributed to an
increase of search sensitivity in three-detector time. This is
partly due to a subset of signals that generate HV or LV
events in the three-detector search, which would not be
seen in the two-detector HL search; also, to the much
reduced rate of noise events for three-detector coincidence,
implying that even relatively low SNR signals which
generate a three-detector event will be more likely to be
highly ranked and significant than in the two-detector case.
We see in Fig. 7 that, in general, the significance
increases for injections found in the HLV three-detector
FIG. 6. Ratio of search sensitivities, VT, between the three-detector HLV analysis and two-detector HL analysis in colored Gaussian
noise, plotted for four choices of IFAR threshold. Simulated signals used to estimate sensitivity have been split by total mass into BNS
and BBH bins.
FIG. 7. Scatter plot of IFAR (inverse false alarm rate) for injections recovered in the HLV three-detector analysis vs the IFAR found in
the two-detector HL analysis. The points are colored according to whether they were found in both the HLVand HL analyses (black) or if
they were found in the HLV analysis only (red, plotted at a nominal HL analysis IFAR value). The different markers denote which
detector combination the injection was recovered in during the HLVanalysis. For injections recovered in HL observing time there is no
difference in the recovered significance (points lying on the gray line). No significant injections were seen in the two-detector HL
analysis which were not seen in the HLV analysis.
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analysis when compared to the HL two-detector analysis
significance. We also see that the maximum obtainable
IFAR for HLV events during triple-coincident time is less
than that for other detector combinations, as no HLV
coincident points have an IFAR above 104 years, but
two-detector coincidences are all seen above this value,
as described in Eq. (17). There is a slight drop in signi-
ficance for a population of HL triggers which fall in triple-
coincident time for the same reason.
B. Data from LIGO-Virgo observing run 2
In the next test we use real GW detector data from the
second observing run of Advanced LIGO and Virgo, O2,
from between 2017-08-05 and 2017-08-13. This shows the
response of the analysis to signals in the presence of noise
artifacts including non-Gaussian transients and time-varying
detector sensitivity. Again, we characterise the difference in
sensitivity through theVT ratio between two analyses: in this
case we compare the HLV analysis with the HL analysis
performed for theGWTC-1 catalog [5].We see the amount of
data used for this analysis in Table I.
The injections used for this test are located uniformly on
the sky and with uniform distribution in chirp distance
between limits of 5 and 300 Mpc. This maximum distance
is much less than that used in the fake data case, due to the
difference in sensitive distance between the two example
data sets. The BNS component masses are distributed
uniformly between 1 M⊙ and 3 M⊙, and BBH are distri-
buted uniformly in total mass, and then in primary mass for
constant total mass, with component masses between 2 M⊙
and 98 M⊙ up to a maximum total mass of 100 M⊙. The
spins for injections in this analysis are distributed in the
same way as the fake data injections described above.
We separate the injections used here into four bins between
2, 5, 16, 50, and 100 M⊙ total mass. The motivation of this
split is that different parts of the template bank are affected
differently by non-Gaussian and nonstationary noise, thus we
might expect injections recovered invariousmass ranges tobe
differently affected by changes to the analysis.
Figure 8 shows an increase in sensitivity of between a
factor of 1.14 0.08 and 1.37 0.18, depending on the
mass of the system, averaged over the different IFAR values.
The strong dependence on the masses of the binary may be
correlated to the presence of glitches which mimic the
gravitational wave signature of very heavy binary black hole
mergers [47]. By down-ranking coincidences which do not
fit the time, phase and amplitude differences of Sec. III B 1,
we greatly reduce the ranking statistic of the glitch back-
ground in heavy BBH templates: thus, our injected signals
will be seen with higher significance, and therefore to a
greater distance for a given IFAR threshold.
As before, some of the increase in sensitivity is due to
increased observation time, however in this case the
expected increase in VT is only a factor ∼1.01, rather
than the factor 1.12 estimated in Sec. VA, despite a similar
relative increase in the analysis time. This is because,
unlike the fake data case, here the Virgo detector has a
sensitive range less than half that of the LIGO detectors,
thus the expected sensitivity in times when only HVor LV
are observing is much smaller than for HL times.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented changes to the PyCBC offline coinci-
dence search related to analysing data from more than two
detectors within the same analysis. These changes mean that
we can now search over many detector combinations, and
take certain characteristics of detector behavior into account
within the offline search. These improvements also mean that
we can suppress noise coincidences more than before, and
improve our prospects of finding signals within the data.
Tests on Gaussian data have shown that by using more
detectors in the analysis for a LIGO-Virgo network at
design sensitivity we increase the sensitive VT by a factor
of 1.23 0.10. This is largely due to better ranking of
FIG. 8. Volume × time (VT) ratio comparing analyses of real data with the updated analysis against the PyCBC analysis as performed
in [5]. There is a significant increase in VT, particularly for signals from heavy binary black holes, which may be due to changes to
methods to differentiate noise artefacts from signals.
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signals seen in all detectors during triple-detector time due
to suppression of noise, but also partly due to an increase in
the duty factor of the network, even if the network has a
slightly lower sensitivity. This second factor is not as
significant if the additional detectors do not have relatively
equal sensitivities, but with improvements to the Virgo
detector ongoing and making its sensitivity more compa-
rable to the LIGO detectors, we expect that this will become
more significant in the near future.
We have also shown that the changes made to the
analysis deal better with non-Gaussian noise realisations
in the data due to better signal consistency checking and
noise suppression. This means that in O2 data, where the
Virgo detector was available but not significantly sensitive,
we obtain an increase in VT sensitivity by a factor of
between 1.14 0.08 and 1.37 0.18, depending on source
properties. The greatest increase in sensitivity in this test
was for signals from heavier black hole binaries, this may
be due to reweighting of templates which had previously
been largely affected by specific types of detector glitches.
A full catalogue of the gravitational wave events iden-
tified in the O1 and O2 runs using the search described here
is available in [12].
VII. FURTHER WORK
As future work, the coincidence tests and ranking
method developed here could be applicable to increase
the sensitivity of the PyCBC low latency search, or be of
interest to other CBC analysis pipelines looking to extend
their searches to three- or more-detector analysis.
The new method for calculation of prior histograms can
support an arbitrary number of detectors, however, memory
requirements may become impractical for larger numbers
of detectors. Alternate methods such as taking incoherent
combinations of two/three detector prior histograms may
provide accurate enough modeling to handle these cases
and will be tested in the future.
To ensure that our event ranking is close to optimal, the
modelling of noise trigger distributions as in Sec. III A 1
may require updated fitting models. As significant multi-
detector events may involve triggers with lower SNR, the
distribution of these triggers is affected by SNR thresh-
olding, and is not easily fit by a simple function for all
values of ρˆ. Future work will investigate more accurate
models for such distributions.
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